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Abstract
Graph labelling is an assignment of labels to the vertices and/or edges of
a graph with respect to certain restrictions and in accordance with certain
predefined rules. The sumset of two non-empty sets A and B, denoted by
A + B, is defined by A + B = {a + b : a ∈ A, b ∈ B}. Let X be a non-
empty subset of the set Z and P(X) be its power set. A sumset labelling of
a given graph G is an injective set-valued function f : V (G)→ P0(X), which
induces a function f+ : E(G) → P0(X) defined by f+(uv) = f(u) + f(v),
where f(u) + f(v) is the sumset of the set-labels of the vertices u and v.
This chapter discusses different types of sumset labellings of graphs and their
structural characterisations. The properties and characterisations of certain
hypergraphs and signed graphs, which are induced by the sumset-labellings
of given graphs have also done in this chapter.
Keywords: Sumset labelling, weak sumset labelling, strong sumset labelling,
topological sumset labelling, graceful sumset labelling, sequential sumset la-
belling, sumset hypergraphs, sumset signed graphs.
MSC 2010: 05C78, 11B13.
1 Introduction
In graph theory, graph labelling is an assignment of labels to the vertices and/or
edges of a graph with respect to certain restrictions and in accordance with certain
predefined rules. For the past few decades, graph labelling has become a fruitful
research area in graph theory. Different graph labellings have been resulted from
practical considerations. They are not only of theoretical interests, but have many
practical implications also. For many applications, the edges or vertices of a given
graph are given labels that are meaningful in the context.
1.1 Graph Labelling
A valuation of a graph G is a one to one mapping of the vertex set of G on to
the set of all integers Z. Graph labeling has become a fertile research area in
graph theory after the introduction of the notion of certain types number valuations,
called β-valuations, of graphs in [54]. The most popular one among the number
valuations of graphs is β-valuation or graceful labelling of a graph (see [35, 54])
which is defined as an injective function f : V (G) → {1, 2, 3, . . . , |E|} such that,
when each edge xy is assigned the label |f(x)− f(y)|, the resulting edge labels are
distinct. A graph G(V,E) is said to be edge-graceful if there exists a bijection f :
E → {1, 2, 3, . . . , |E|} such that the induced mapping f+ : V → {0, 1, · · · , |V | − 1}
given by f+(u) = f(uv) (mod |V |) taken over all edges uv is a bijection.
Motivated by various problems in social networks, a set analogue of number valu-
ations called set-valuation of graphs, has been introduced in [5]. In the number valu-
ations, the elements of a graph are assigned to numbers while in the set-valuations,
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the elements of a graph are assigned to sets subject to certain conditions. The
mathematical definitions of a set-valuation of a graph concerned is as given below
(see [5]):
For a graph G and a non-empty set X, a set-labeling or a set-valuation of G,
with respect to the set X, is an injective set-valued function f : V (G)→ P(X) such
that the function f⊕ : E(G) → P(X) − {∅} is defined by f⊕(uv) = f(u)⊕f(v) for
every uv∈E(G), where P(X) is the set of all subsets of X and ⊕ is the symmetric
difference of sets. The definition can be generalised by allowing any binary operation
∗ of two sets in place of the symmetric difference ⊕ in the above definitions.
Many significant and interesting studies on set-labeling of graphs have been done
in the last two decades (see [1–10,32,33,91]).
1.2 Sumsets of Two Sets of Numbers
The sumset of two non-empty sets A and B, denoted by A + B, is defined by
A+B = {a+ b : a ∈ A, b ∈ B} (c.f. [48]). Note that unlike other operations of sets,
sumsets can be defined only for number sets. This area is very much interesting
and significant not only because not much articles on sumsets are available in the
literature, but also the studies on the structural characteristics and cardinality
of sumsets in context of graph labelling are also promising. If either A or B is
uncountable, then A + B is also uncountable. Also, A + ∅ = ∅. in view these,
we consider the finite non-empty subsets of Z, the set of integers for our current
discussions.
If A,B and C are non-empty sets of integers such that C = A + B, where
A 6= {0} and B 6= {0}, then A and B are said to be the non-trivial summands of
the set C and C is said to be the non-trivial sumsetof A and B. It can also be noted
that for a non-empty set A containing the element 0, A+{0} = A. In this case {0}
and A are said to be the trivial summands of A. The following result provides the
bounds for the cardinality of the sumset of two non-empty sets of integers.
Theorem 1.1 (Nathanson [48]). If A and B are two non-empty sets of integers,
then |A|+ |B| − 1 ≤ |A+B| ≤ |A| |B|.
Two ordered pairs (a, b) and (c, d) in A×B may be compatible if a+ b = c+ d.
If (a, b) and (c, d) are compatible, then we write (a, b) ∼ (c, d). Note that the
compatibility relation ∼ is an equivalence relation (see [59, 60]). A compatibility
class of an ordered pair (a, b) in A × B with respect to the integer k = a + b is
the subset of A× B defined by {(c, d) ∈ A× B : (a, b) ∼ (c, d)} and is denoted by
[(a, b)]k or Ck. Note that (a, b) ∈ [(a, b)]k, and hence each compatibility class [(a, b)]k
is non-empty. If a compatibility class contains exactly one element, then it may be
called a trivial compatibility class. The saturation number of a compatibility class,
denoted by η(Ck), is the maximum number of elements possible in a compatibility
class and a compatibility class with the maximum number of elements is called a
saturated compatibility class. It is proved in [60] that the cardinality of a saturated
class in A×B is min(|A|, |B|).
For example, consider the sets A = {2, 4, 6, 8} and B = {1, 3, 5}. Then, A+B =
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{3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13}. The compatibility classes in A×B are
C3 = {(2, 1)}
C5 = {(2, 3), (4, 1)}
C7 = {(2, 5), (4, 3), (6, 1)}
C9 = {(4, 5), (6, 3), (8, 1)}
C11 = {(6, 5), (8, 3)}
C13 = {(8, 5)}.
Here, the compatibility classes C7 and C9 are saturated classes for A×B.
The set A×B need not always contain a saturated class. In other words, there is
a possibility that the cardinality of every compatibility class of A×B is fewer than
η(Ck). In such cases, a compatibility class of A×B that contains maximum number
of elements (more than all other classes of A×B), but fewer than min(|A|, |B|), is
called a maximal compatibility class. Note that all saturated compatibility classes
are maximal compatibility classes, but a maximal compatibility class need not be
a saturated class, which can be verified from the following example.
Consider the set A = {1, 2, 3} and B = {2, 3, 5}. Then, A+B = {3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8}.
The compatibility classes are
C3 = {(1, 2)}
C4 = {(1, 3), (2, 2)}
C5 = {(2, 3), (3, 2)}
C6 = {(1, 5), (3, 3)}
C7 = {(2, 5)}
C8 = {(3, 5)}.
In the above example, C4,C5 and C6 are maximal compatible classes but none
of compatibility classes is a saturated class in A×B.
Note that only one representative element of each compatibility class Ck of
A×B contributes an element to their sumset A+B and all other rk − 1 elements
are avoided.
2 Sumset Labelling of Graphs
Using the concepts of the sumset of two non-empty finite sets of integers, the notion
of a sumset labelling of a graph was introduced as follows.
Definition 2.1. [46] Let X be a non-empty subset of the set Z and P(X) be its
power set. A sumset labelling or an integer additive set-labelling of a given graph
G is an injective set-valued function f : V (G) → P0(X), which induces a function
f+ : E(G) → P0(X) defined by f+(uv) = f(u) + f(v), where f(u) + f(v) is the
sumset of the set-labels of the vertices u and v.
6 Sumset Valuations of Graphs and Their Applications
It is proved that a sumset labelling can be defined for every graph (see [60]).
The graphs with sumset labellings defined on them are called sumset graphs. A
sumset indexer or an integer additive set-indexer of a graph G is a sumset labelling
f : V (G)→ P0(X) of G such that the induced function f+ : E(G)→ P0(X) defined
by f+(uv) = f(u) + f(v) is also injective (see [33]).
As mentioned earlier, unlike other binary operations on sets, the sumset has
some unique properties. Hence, the graphs which admits graphs will have many in-
teresting properties including many exciting structural characteristics. This makes
the study on sumset graphs significant and promising.
2.1 A Broad Classification of Sumset Graphs
The sumset labellings of graphs (and hence the sumset graphs) can be broadly
classified into two categories.
(a) Intrinsic Sumset Graphs : This type includes the sumset graphs which are
characterised with respect to the nature of the (individual) set-labels and
their elements. The Type-I sumset graphs are classified in terms of the nature
of elements in the set-labels (such as arithmetic progressions, sequences etc.)
and the cardinality of the set-labels.
(b) Extrinsic Sumset Graphs : This type includes the sumset graphs which are
characterised in terms of the nature of the collection of the set-labels of the
graphs. That is, the graphs are classified according to whether the collection
of vertex set-labels or the collection of the edge set-labels or both together
follow certain properties. For example, the characterisation of sumset graphs
is done in accordance with whether the collection of set-labels forms a topology
of the ground set, the power set of the ground set, a filter of the ground set
etc.
In the following discussion, we will investigate the properties and structural
characterisations of the graphs which admit the above-mentioned types of sumset
graphs.
3 Some Intrinsic Sumset Graphs
The cardinality of the set-label of an element (vertex or edge) of a graph G is
called the set-indexing number of that element. A sumset labelling is said to be
k-uniform if |f+(e)| = k, ∀ e ∈ E(G). In other words, a connected graph G is
said to have a k-uniform sumset labelling if all of its edges have the same set-
indexing number k. The vertex set V (G) is said to be l-uniformly set-indexed, if
|f(v)| = l, ∀ v ∈ V (G). A graph is said to be (k, l)-uniform if |f(v)| = l, ∀ v ∈ V (G)
and |f+(e)| = k, ∀ e ∈ E(G).
Let X be a finite set of integers and let f : V (G)→ P0(X) be a sumset labelling
of a graph G on n vertices. Then, it can be observed that X contains at least
dlog2(n + 1)e elements (see [46, 60]. It can be observed that if V (G) is l-uniformly
set-indexed, then the cardinality of X is given by
(|X|
l
) ≥ n (cf. [46, 60]).
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Three types of sumset labellings of graphs, based on the cardinalities of the set-
labels assigned to the elements of graphs, have broadly been studied in the recent
literature. They are: strong, weak and arithmetic sumset-labellings. If f is a sumset
labelling of G, then by Theorem 1.1, it can be noted that
|f(u)|+ |f(v)| − 1 ≤ |f+(uv)| = |f(u) + f(v)| ≤ |f(u)| |f(v)|. (1)
The notion of weak sumset labelling originated from the question whether the
set-indexing numbers of edges could be equal to those of their end vertices. By
the definition of the sumsets, we know that |A|, |B| ≤ |A + B|. What are the
conditions required for the existence of equality in this condition? By Theorem 1.1,
one can observe that |A + B| = |A| if and only if |B| = 1. Hence, the cardinality
of the sumset of two sets is equal to the cardinality of one of them if and only if
the other set is a singleton set. Moreover, |A + B| = |A| = |B| if and only if the
sets A and B and the sumset A + B are all singleton sets. The elements (vertices
and edges) with singleton set-labels (that is, with set-indexing number 1) may be
called mono-indexed elements. The investigations on the lower bound in the above
expression, lead us to the notions of different types of arithmetic sumset labellings
and the investigations on the upper bound provided the concepts and results of
strong sumset labelling of graphs. We shall now go through all these types of
sumset labellings one by one.
3.1 Weak Sumset Labelling of Graphs
Definition 3.1. Let f : V (G) → P0(X) be a sumset labelling defined on a graph
G. Then, f is said to be a weak sumset labelling if the set-indexing number of every
edge of G is equal to the set-indexing number of one or both of its end vertices.
A graph with a weak sumset labelling defined on it may be called a weak sumset
graph. Invoking the properties of the cardinalities of non-empty sets and their
sumsets mentioned above, a necessary and sufficient condition for a graph G to
have a weak sumset labelling has been established in [60,61] as follows.
Lemma 3.1. A sumset labelling f of a graph G is a weak sumset labelling of G if
and only if at least one end vertex of every edge in G has a singleton set-label.
In other words, a graph G is a weak sumset graph if and only if it is bipartite or
it has mono-indexed edges. The minimum number of mono-indexed edges required
for a graph G to admit a weak sumset labelling is said to be the sparing number of
G. The sparing number of a graph G is denoted by ϕ(G). For any subgraph H of a
sumset labelling-graph G, it can be noted that the induced mapping f |H is a weak
sumset labelling for H. Therefore, for any subgraph H of a sumset labelling-graph
G, ϕ(H) ≤ ϕ(G).
A set of vertices V ′ of a graph G is said to have the maximal incidence in G,
if the number of edges in G having at least one end vertex in V ′ is maximum over
all other set of vertices in G. The following results discuss the sparing number of
arbitrary graphs.
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Theorem 3.2. Let G be a given weak sumset graph and I be an independent set
in G which has the maximal incidence in G. Then, the sparing number of G is the
|E(G− I)|.
Theorem 3.3. Let G(V,E) be a connected weak sumset labelling-graph and let EI
be a maximal set of edges of G whose one end vertex is in an independent set of G.
Then, the sparing number of G is |E| − |EI |.
Theorem 3.4. If G(V,E) be a non-empty graph and I∗ be an independent set
having maximum incidence in G. Then ϕ(G) = |E| − ∑
vi∈I∗
d(vi).
The sparing number of an r-regular graph is determined in the following result.
Corollary 3.5. If G is an r-regular graph, then ϕ(G) = |E| − rα, where α is the
independence number of G.
The spring number of different graph classes, derived graph classes, graph oper-
ations and graph products have been discussed in recent literature (ref [23–25, 61–
69,71]). The sparing numbers of different graph classes are given in Table .
The following result discussed the sparing number of the union of two graphs.
Theorem 3.6. Let G1 and G2 be two subgraphs of a graph G such that G = G1∪G2.
Then, ϕ(G) = ϕ(G1)+ϕ(G2)−ϕ(G1∩G2). Moreover, if G1 and G2 are edge-disjoint
subgraphs of G, then ϕ(G1 ∪G2) = ϕ(G1) + ϕ(G2).
The following results discussed the sparing number of the join of two graphs.
Theorem 3.7. The sparing number of the join of two non-empty graphs G1(V1, E1)
and G2(V2, E2) is min{ϕ(G1) + |E2|(β1 + 1), ϕ(G2) + |E1|(β2 + 1)}, where β1, β2 are
the covering numbers of G1 and G2 respectively.
Theorem 3.8. Let G be the join of two graphs G1(V1, E1) and G2(V2, E2). Then,
ϕ(G1+G2) = |E1|+|E2|+|V1| |V2|−max{(|V2|(|I1|−1)+|EI1|), (|V1|(|I2|−1)+|EI2 |)},
where, for j = 1, 2 and Ij is an independent set of the graph Gj with maximal
incidence in Gj and EIj is the set of edges in G1 +G2 with their one end vertex in
Ij.
The sparing number of the Cartesian product two weak sumset graphs is deter-
mined in the following result (see [46,69]).
Theorem 3.9. Let G1(V1, E1) and G2(V2, E2) be two non-empty graphs. Then, the
sparing number of their Cartesian product G12G2 is
ϕ(G12G2) = |V1|ϕ(G2) + |V2|ϕ(G1).
The sparing number of the Corona product two weak sumset graphs is deter-
mined in the following result (see [46,69]).
Theorem 3.10. Let G1(V1, E1) and G2(V2, E2) be two non-empty graphs. The
sparing number of their corona is given by ϕ(G1 G2) = ϕ(G1) + |V1||E2|.
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The set-labelling number of a given graph G is the minimum cardinality of the
ground set X so that the function f : V (G) → P0(X) is a sumset labelling of
G. Then, set-labelling number of a graph G is denoted by ς(G). Then, the weak
set-labelling number of a graph G is the minimum cardinality of the ground set X,
such that f is a weak sumset labelling of G and is denoted by ς ∗ (G). The weak
set-labelling number of some fundamental graphs have been determined in [70] (see
Table ).
For k > 1, graph G admits a weakly k-uniform sumset labelling, if and only if
one end vertex of every edge of G is mono-indexed and the other end vertex must
be set-labelled by distinct non-singleton sets of cardinality k. That is, a graph G
is a weakly uniform sumset graph if and only if it is bipartite. Moreover, note that
the sparing number of bipartite graphs is 0.
3.2 Strong Sumset Labelling of Graphs
Definition 3.2. Let f is a sumset labelling defined on a given graph G. Then f is
said to be a strong sumset labelling of G if |f+(uv)| = |f(u) + f(v)| = |f(u)| |f(v)|.
A graph which admits a strong sumset labelling or a strong sumset indexer is
called a strong sumset graph or a strong sumset graph. If f is a strong sumset
labelling of a graph G, then it can be noted that the compatibility classes in the
Cartesian product of the set-labels of any two adjacent vertices of G are all trivial
classes.
The difference-set of a set A, denoted by DA is the set defined by DA = {|a−b| :
a, b ∈ A}. In view of this notion, the following theorem established a necessary and
sufficient condition for the sumset labelling f of a graph G to be a strong sumset
labelling of G.
Theorem 3.11. [46,73] A graph G admits a strong sumset labelling if and only if
the difference-sets of the set-labels of any two adjacent vertices in G are disjoint.
The minimum number of pairwise-disjoint difference-sets of the set-labels of
vertices required in a graph G so that G admits a strong sumset labelling is called
the nourishing number of G and is denoted by κ(G). Any two vertices in a complete
graph Kn are adjacent to each other and hence for Kn to admit a strong sumset
labelling, the difference-sets of the set-labels of all its vertices must be pairwise
disjoint. Therefore, the nourishing number of Kn is n. Therefore, for any graph on
n vertices, we have κ(G) ≤ n. Furthermore, if G contains a complete subgraph H
of order r ≤ n, then the set-labels of all vertices of H must have pairwise disjoint
difference-sets. The nourishing numbers of certain fundamental graph classes and
graph powers have been determined in [74]. (see Table ).
If a graph G admits a strongly k-uniform sumset labelling, then it can be noted
that the set-indexing number of every edge of G is the product of the set-indexing
numbers of its end vertices. Hence, if G is a strongly k-uniform sumset graph, then
each vertex of G must have some set-indexing number di, which is a divisor of k.
Hence, V (G) can be partitioned into at most n sets, say (X1, X2, . . . , Xl) such that
each Xi consists of the vertices of G having the set-indexing number di, where l is
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the number of divisors of the integer k. In [60] it is established that all bipartite
graphs admit a strongly k-uniform sumset labelling, for any positive integer k.
The following theorem established a condition required for a complete graph to
admit a strongly k-uniform sumset labelling.
Theorem 3.12. [73] A strongly k- uniform sumset labelling of a complete graph
Kn is a (k, l)-uniform sumset labelling, where l =
√
k.
In view of the fact that the number of divisors of a non-square integer is even
and the number of divisors of a perfect square integer is odd, we have an interesting
results as stated below:
Theorem 3.13. [73] Let k be a non-square integer. Then, a graph G admits a
strongly k-uniform sumset labelling if and only if G is bipartite or a union of disjoint
bipartite components.
Theorem 3.14. [73] Let the graph G has a strongly k-uniform sumset labelling.
Then
(i) G contains at most one component that is a clique.
(ii) If G has a component which is a clique, then k is a perfect square.
As a result of the above theorems, one can infer that a connected non-bipartite
graph G admits a strongly k-uniform sumset labelling if and only if k is a perfect
square and this sumset labelling is (k, l)-uniform, where l =
√
k.
3.3 Arithmetic Sumset Labelling of Graphs
In [48], it is proved that |A+B| = |A|+ |B|−1 if and only if the elements of both A
and B are in arithmetic progressions with same common difference. Hence, in this
context, the graphs whose vertices and edges having the set-labels are arithmetic
progressions arise much interest. If context is clear, the common difference of the
set-label of an element of a graph may be called the common difference of that
element. The deterministic ratio of an edge of G is the ratio, k ≥ 1 between the
deterministic indices of its end vertices. It is also assumed that every set-label of
the elements of G should have at least three elements.
Definition 3.3. An arithmetic sumset labelling of a graph G is a sumset labelling
f of G, with respect to which the set-labels of all vertices and edges of G are
arithmetic progressions. Similarly, an arithmetic sumset indexer of G is a sumset
labelling of G, such that f+ is also injective.
A graph with an arithmetic sumset labelling is called an arithmetic sumset
graph. The following result provides a necessary and sufficient condition for a
graph to admit an arithmetic sumset labelling.
Theorem 3.15. A graph G admits an arithmetic sumset labelling f if and only if
for any two adjacent vertices in G, the deterministic ratio of every edge of G is a
positive integer, which is less than or equal to the set-indexing number of its end
vertex having smaller common difference.
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The set-indexing number of an edge of an arithmetic sumset graph G, in terms of
the set-indexing numbers of its end vertices, is determined in the following theorem.
Theorem 3.16. Let G be a arithmetic sumset graph and let di and dj be the common
differences of two adjacent vertices vi and vj in G. If |f(vi)| ≤ |f(vj)|, then for
some positive integer 1 ≤ k ≤ |f(vi)|, the edge vivj has the set-indexing number
|f(vi)|+ k(|f(vj)| − 1), where f is an arithmetic sumset labelling of G.
We note that if the set-labels of two adjacent vertices are arithmetic progressions
with the same common difference, say d, then the set-label of the corresponding edge
is also an arithmetic progression with same common difference d. Hence, we have
Definition 3.4. [76,78] Let f be an arithmetic sumset labelling defined on a given
graph G. If all the elements of G have the same common difference under f , then
f is said to be an isoarithmetic sumset labelling.
A graph which has an isoarithmetic sumset labelling is called an isoarithmetic
sumset graph. It is proved that every graph G can have an isoarithmetic sumset
labelling (cf. [76]). Invoking Theorem 1.1, the set-indexing number of edges of an
isoarithmetic sumset graph can be found out in [76] as stated in the following result.
Theorem 3.17. Let G be a graph with an arithmetic sumset labelling f defined on
it. Then, f is an isoarithmetic sumset labelling on G if and only if the set-indexing
number of every edge of G is one less than the sum of the set-indexing numbers of
its end vertices.
The following theorems answer the questions whether an isoarithmetic sumset
labelling f defined on a graph G be a uniform sumset labelling.
Theorem 3.18. An isoarithmetic sumset labelling of a graph G is a uniform sumset
labelling if and only if V (G) is uniformly set-indexed or G is bipartite.
Theorem 3.19. An isoarithmetic sumset labelling f of a graph G is an r-uniform
sumset labelling if and only if every component of G is either bipartite or its vertex
set is l-uniformly set-indexed, where l = 1
2
(r + 1).
Let f be an arithmetic sumset labelling defined on a given graph G such that
V (G) is l-uniformly set-indexed. Then, in view of the above theorem, one can
observe that f is an isoarithmetic sumset labelling of G if and only if G is a (2l−1)-
uniform sumset graph (see [77]. It is also proved in [78] that no isoarithmetic sumset
labelling defined on a given graph G can be a strong sumset labelling of G. This
result immediate from the fact that m+ n− 1 = mn if and only if either m = 1 or
n = 1.
For an isoarithmetic sumset graph G, the number of saturated classes in the
Cartesian product of the set-labels of any two adjacent vertices in G is one greater
than the difference between cardinality of the set-labels of these vertices. Moreover,
exactly two compatibility classes, other than the saturated classes, have the same
cardinality in the Cartesian product of the set-labels of these vertices (see [78]. Also,
if V (G) is l-uniformly set-indexed, then there exists exactly one saturated class in
the Cartesian product of the set-labels of any two adjacent vertices in G (see [78].
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Definition 3.5. An arithmetic sumset labelling f of a graph G, under which the
deterministic ratio of each edge e of G is a positive integer greater than 1 and less
than or equal to the set-indexing number of the end vertex of e having smaller
common is called a biarithmetic sumset labelling of G. If the deterministic ratio
of every edge of G is the same, then f is called an identical biarithmetic sumset
labelling.
In other words, a biarithmetic sumset labelling of a graph G is an arithmetic
sumset labelling f of G, for which the common differences of any two adjacent
vertices vi and vj in G, denoted by di and dj respectively such that di < dj, holds
the condition dj = kdi where k is a positive integer such that 1 < k ≤ |f(vi)|. A
graph G with a biarithmetic sumset labelling may be called a biarithmetic sumset
graph.
The following theorem states a necessary and sufficient condition for a graph to
have an identical biarithmetic sumset labelling.
Theorem 3.20. [76] A graph G admits an identical biarithmetic sumset labelling
if and only if it is bipartite.
The following theorem describes the set-indexing number of the edges of a
biarithmetic sumset graph.
Theorem 3.21. [76] Let G be a graph which admits an arithmetic sumset indexer,
say f . Let vi and vj be two adjacent vertices in G with the deterministic indices di
and dj, such that dj = kdi, where k is a positive integer such that 1 < k ≤ |f(vi)|.
Then, the set-indexing number of the edge vivj is |f(vi)|+ k(|f(vj)| − 1).
A necessary and sufficient condition for a biarithmetic sumset labelling of G to
be a strong sumset labelling is described in the result given below.
Theorem 3.22. [76] A biarithmetic sumset labelling f of a graph G is a strong
sumset labelling of G if and only if the deterministic ratio of every edge of G is equal
to the set-indexing number of its end vertex having smaller deterministic index.
Invoking Theorem 3.22, it is proved that an identical biarithmetic sumset la-
belling of a graph G is a strong sumset labelling of G if and only if one partition of
V (G) is k-uniformly set-indexed, where k is the deterministic ratio of the edges of
G.
Let G be a biarithmetic sumset graph. Let vi and vj be two adjacent vertices in
G, where vi has the smaller common difference. Let k be the deterministic ratio of
the edge vivj. Then, a compatible class in f(vi)× f(vj) is a saturated class if and
only if |f(vi)| = (|f(vj)| − 1) k + r, r > 0. Also, the number of saturated classes
in f(vi) × f(vj) is |f(vi)| − (|f(vj)| − 1) k (see [78]. Moreover, for 1 ≤ p ≤ n − 1,
there are exactly 2k compatibility classes containing p elements. It is clear that
if f(vi) < f(vj), then there is no saturated class in f(vi) × f(vj). Moreover, if
|f(vi)| = pk + q, where p, q are integers such that p ≤ (|f(vj)| − 1) and q < k, then
(i) if q = 0, then (|f(vj)|−p+1)k compatibility classes are maximal compatibility
classes and contain p elements.
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(ii) if q > 0, then (|f(vj)| − p − 1)k + q compatibility classes are maximal com-
patibility classes and contain (p+ 1) elements.
Definition 3.6. [79] A prime arithmetic sumset labelling of a graph G is an arith-
metic sumset labelling f : V (G)→ P0(X), where for any two adjacent vertices in G
the deterministic index of one vertex is a prime multiple of the common difference of
the other, where this prime integer is less than or equal to the set-indexing number
of the second vertex.
In other words, an arithmetic sumset labelling f is a prime arithmetic sumset
labelling of G if for any two adjacent vertices vi and vj of G with the common
differences di and dj respectively, such that di ≤ dj, dj = pidi where pi is a prime
number such that 1 < pi ≤ |f(vi)| (refer to [79]. The following theorem states a
necessary and sufficient condition for a graph to admit a prime arithmetic sumset
labelling.
Theorem 3.23. [79] A graph G admits a prime arithmetic sumset labelling if and
only if it is bipartite.
A vertex arithmetic sumset labelling (or edge arithmetic sumset labelling) of a
graph is a sumset labelling of G in which all vertex set-labels (or edge set-labels)
are arithmetic progressions. If all the vertex set-labels of a graph G are arithmetic
progressions and the edge set-labels are not arithmetic progressions with respect
to a sumset-labelling, then such a sumset labelling is called semi-arithmetic sumset
labelling (cf. [80]).
A vertex-arithmetic sumset labelling f of a graph G, under which the differences
di and dj of the set-labels f(vi) and f(vj) respectively for two adjacent vertices vi
and vj of G, holds the conditions dj = kdi and k is a non-negative integer greater
than |f(vi)| is called the semi-arithmetic sumset labelling of the first kind (cf. [80]).
A vertex-arithmetic sumset labelling f of a graph G, under which the differences
di and dj of the set-labels f(vi) and f(vj) respectively for two adjacent vertices vi
and vj of G are not multiples of each other, is called the semi-arithmetic sumset
labelling of the second kind (cf. [80]).
It is proved in [80] that every first kind semi-arithmetic sumset labelling of
a graph G is a strong sumset labelling of G. The following result established a
necessary and sufficient condition for a semi-arithmetic sumset labelling of G to be
a uniform sumset labelling.
Theorem 3.24. [80] A semi-arithmetic sumset labelling of first kind of a graph G
is a uniform sumset labelling if and only if either G is bipartite or V (G) is uniformly
set-indexed.
The following theorem discusses the conditions required for a semi-arithmetic
sumset labelling of the second kind to be a strong sumset labelling.
Theorem 3.25. [80] Let f be an semi-arithmetic sumset labelling defined on G.
Also, let |f(vj)| = q.|f(vi)|+ r, 0 < r < |f(vi)|. Then, f is a strong sumset labelling
if and only if q > |f(vi)| or the differencesdi and dj of two set labels f(vi) and f(vj)
respectively, are relatively prime.
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One can note that an arithmetic sumset labelling with arbitrary differences
need not have any saturated compatibility classes. Let f be an arithmetic sumset
labelling with arbitrary common differences on a graph G and |f(vj)| = q.|f(vi)|+r.
Also, let q1 and q2 be the positive integers such that q1.|f(vj) = q2.r. Then, the
number of elements in a maximal compatible class of f(vi)× f(vj) is b |f(vj)|q1 c.
Let f be a semi-arithmetic sumset labelling of first kind of a graph G and let vi
and vj be two adjacent vertices in G. Then, we can observe that all the compatibility
classes in f(vi)× f(vj) are trivial classes.
4 Some Extrinsic Sumset Graphs
Another classification of sumset graphs is based on the nature and structure of
the collection of set-labels of the vertices and edges of graphs. In this section, we
examine different types of sumset labellings in this category.
4.1 Topological and Topogenic Sumset Graphs
Definition 4.1. Let G be a graph and let X be a non-empty set of integers. A
sumset labelling f : V (G) → P0(X) is called a topological sumset labelling of G if
f(V (G)) ∪ {∅} is a topology on X. A graph G which admits a topological sumset
labelling is called a topological sumset graph.
For a finite set X of integers, let the given function f : V (G) → P0(X) be a
sumset labelling on a graph G. Since the set-label of every edge uv is the sumset
of the sets f(u) and f(v), it can be observed that {0} cannot be the set-label of
any edge of G. Moreover, since f is a topological sumset labelling defined on G, X
must be the set-label of some vertex, say u, of G and hence the set {0} will be the
set-label of a vertex, say v, and the vertices u and v are adjacent in G.
Let f be a topological sumset labelling of a given graph G with respect to a
non-empty finite ground set X. Then, T = f(V (G))∪{∅} is a topology on X. Then,
the graph G is said to be a f -graphical realisation (or simply f -realisation) of T.
The elements of the sets f(V ) are called f -open sets in G. Existence of graphical
realisations for certain topologies of a given set X is established in the following
theorem.
Theorem 4.1. [77] Let X be a non-empty finite set of integers. A topology T of
X, consisting of the set {0} is graphically realisable.
Let X be the ground set and T be a topology on X and let f : V (G)→ P0(X)
is a topological sumset labelling of a graph G. One can observe following structural
properties of a topological sumset graph.
(i) An element xr in X can be an element of the set-label f(v) of a vertex v of
G if and only if xr + xs ≤ l, where xs is any element of the set-label of an
adjacent vertex u of v in G and l is the maximal element in X.
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(ii) The vertices whose set-labels containing the maximal element of the ground
set X are pendant vertices which are adjacent to the vertex having the set-
label {0}.
(iii) If G has only one pendant vertex and if G admits a topological sumset la-
belling, then X is the only vertex set-label in G, which contains the maximal
element of X.
(iv) the minimum number of pendant edges incident on a particular vertex of a
topological sumset graph is equal to the number of f -open sets in f(V (G))
containing the maximal element of the ground set X,
(v) the minimum number of pendant vertices of a topological sumset graph G is
the number of f -open sets in T, each of which is the non-trivial summand of
at most one f -open set in T.
A necessary and sufficient condition for a given graph to admit a topological
sumset labelling is provided in the following theorem.
Theorem 4.2. [77] A graph G admits a topological sumset labelling if and only if
G has at least one pendant vertex.
In view of Theorem 4.2, it is to be noted that all path graphs and trees admit
topological sumset labellings. For n ≥ 3, neither a cycle Cn nor a complete graph
Kn admits a topological sumset labelling. For k ≥ 2, no k-connected graph admits
a topological sumset labelling. Also, for m,n ≥ 2, no complete bipartite graph
Km,n admits a topological sumset labelling.
Let G be a graph with a pendant vertex v which admits a topological sumset
labelling, say f , with respect to a ground set X. Let f1 be the restriction of f to
the graph G − v. Then, there exists a collection B of proper subsets of X which,
together with {∅}, form a topology on the union of all elements of B (see [77]).
If T is the indiscrete topology of the ground set X, the only graph G which
admits a topological sumset labelling with respect T is the trivial graph K1. If
X is a two point set, say X = {0, 1}, then the topology T1 = {∅, {0}, X} and
T2 = {∅, {1}, X} are the Sierpinski’s topologies. Then, the only graph G which
admits a topological sumset labelling with respect to a Sierpinski’s topology is the
graph K2. A graph G, on n vertices, admits a topological sumset labelling with
respect to the discrete topology on the ground set X if and only if G has at least
2|X|−1 pendant vertices which are adjacent to a single vertex of G (see [77]). In view
of this fact, we observe that a graph on even number of vertices does not admit
a topological sumset labelling with respect to the discrete topology on the ground
set X. A star graph K1,r admits a topological sumset labelling with respect to the
discrete topology on the ground set X, if and only if r = 2|X| − 2.
Definition 4.2. [84]Let X be a finite non-empty set of integers. A sumset labelling
f of a given graph G, defined by f : V (G)→ P0(X), is said to be a topogenic sumset
labelling of G, with respect to the ground set X, if T = f(V (G))∪ f+(E(G))∪ {∅}
is a topology on X.
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A graph G that admits a topogenic sumset labelling is said to be a topogenic
sumset graph. Let T be a topology on X, which is neither the indiscrete topology
nor the discrete topology on X. Then, T1 = {∅, {a}, X} where a ∈ X. Then, the
graph K2 admits a topogenic sumset labelling with respect to the set X if and only
if a = 0.
If f : V (G) → P0(X) is a topogenic sumset labelling of G, then it is possible
for a vertex v ∈ V (G) and an edge e ∈ E(G), that f(v) = f+(e). In the following
lemma, we discuss the minimum number of elements in a topogenic sumset graph
G having the same set-labels.
Let X be a non-empty finite ground set and let T be a topology on X. Then,
a graph G is said to be a topogenic graphical realisation of T if there exists a
topogenic sumset labelling f on G such that f(V (G)) ∪ f+(E(G)) ∪ {∅} = T. The
result below described a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a
topogenic graphical realisation for a given topology on the ground set X.
Theorem 4.3. [84] Let X be a non-empty finite ground set and let T be a topology
on X. Then, a graph G is a topogenic graphical realisation of T if and only if every
non-empty set of T is either a summand of some other elements of T or the sumset
of two elements of T.
The following theorem determined the order and size of a topogenic sumset
graph.
Theorem 4.4. Let G be a topogenic sumset graph with respect to a topology T of
a given ground set X and let T contains ρ sets which are not the sumsets of any
other sets in T. Then, |V (G)| ≥ ρ and |E(G)| ≥ τ − ρ, where τ = |T|.
Given a set X, a partial ordering ⊆ can be defined on the power set P(X) by
subset inclusion, turning (P(X),⊆) into a lattice. A filter on X, denoted by F, is a
non-empty subset of the power set P(X) of X which has the following properties.
(i) ∅ 6∈ F, X ∈ F.
(ii) A,B ∈ F =⇒ A ∩B ∈ F.
(iii) A ∈ F, A ⊂ B, =⇒ B ∈ F where B is a non-empty subset of X.
In view of Definition of filters mentioned above, the notion of a sumset filter
labelling of a graph is defined as follows.
Definition 4.3. [85] Let X be a finite set of integers. Then, a sumset labelling
f : V (G)→ P0(X) is said to be a sumset filter labelling of G if F = f(V ) is a proper
filter on X. A graph G which admits a sumset filter labelling is called a sumset
filter graph.
The following is a necessary and sufficient condition for a sumset labelling f of
a given graph G to be a sumset filter labelling of G.
Theorem 4.5. [85] An sumset labelling f defined on a given graph G with respect
to a non-empty ground set X is a sumset filter labelling of G if and only if the
following conditions hold.
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(i) 0 ∈ X.
(ii) every subset of X containing 0 is the set-label of some vertex in G.
(iii) 0 is an element of the set-label of every vertex in G.
If a graph G admits a sumset filter labelling, then it can be observed that G
has 2|X|−1 vertices. Moreover, for a sumset filter graph G, only one vertex of G
can have a singleton set-label as the only possible singleton set-label in F is {0}.
Another interesting property for sumset filter graphs is that f+(E(G)) ⊆ f(V (G)).
Another interesting structural property of a sumset filter graph has been proved
in [85] as follows:
Theorem 4.6. GS21a If a graph G admits a sumset filter labelling, with respect to
a non-empty ground set X, then G must have at least 2|X|−2 pendant vertices that
are incident on a single vertex of G.
If a given graph G admits a sumset filter labelling f , then it can be seen that
every element of the collection F = f(V (G)) belongs to some finite chain of sets in
F of the form {0} = f(v1) ⊂ f(v2) ⊂ f(v3) ⊂ . . . . . . ⊂ f(vr) = X.
The following are some of the immediate observations on the structural charac-
teristics of sumset filter graphs, which are proved in [84].
(i) The existence of a sumset filter labelling is not a hereditary property. That
is, a sumset filter labelling of a graph need not induce a sumset filter labelling
for all of its subgraphs.
(ii) For n ≥ 3, no paths Pn admits a sumset filter labelling. No cycles admit
sumset filter labellings and as a result neither Eulerian graphs nor Hamiltonian
graphs admit sumset filter labellings. Neither complete graphs nor complete
bipartite graphs admit sumset filter labellings. For r > 2, complete r-partite
graphs also do not admit sumset filter labellings.
(iii) Graphs having odd number of vertices never admits a sumset filter labelling.
(iv) Removing any non-leaf edge of a sumset filter graph preserves the sumset
filter labelling of that graph. This property is known as monotone property.
4.2 Graceful and Sequential Sumset Graphs
Another classification of sumset graphs is according to whether all of the nonempty
elements of P(X), the power set of X, appears as the set-labels of of the elements
of the graphs concerned. Hence, the notion of graceful sumset labelling of graphs
have been introduced in [86] as follows:
Definition 4.4. [86] Let G be a graph and let X be a non-empty set of integers.
A sumset indexer f : V (G)→ P0(X) is said to be an sumset graceful labelling or a
graceful sumset labelling of G if f+(E(G)) = P(X) \ {∅, {0}}.
A graph with a graceful sumset labelling, may be called a graceful sumset graph.
The structural properties of a graceful sumset graph are very much interesting a
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study in this direction has been done in [86]. Some important properties of them
are as follows:
If f : V (G)→ P0(X) is a sumset graceful labelling of a given graph G, then {0}
must be the set-label of a vertex in G. The vertices of a graceful sumset graph G,
whose set-labels are the trivial sumsets of any two subsets of X, must be adjacent
to the vertex v that has the set-label {0}.
If x1 and x2 are the minimal and second minimal non-zero elements of the ground
set X of a graceful sumset graph G, then it can be noted that the vertices of G
that have the set-labels {x1} and {x2}, must be adjacent to the vertex v that has
the set-label {0}. If Ai and Aj be two distinct subsets of the ground set X and
let xi and xj be the maximal elements of Ai and Aj respectively, then Ai and Aj
can be the set-labels of two adjacent vertices of a sumset graceful graph G only if
xi + xj ≤ xn, the maximal element of X.
Let f : V (G) → P0(X) be a sumset graceful labelling of a given graph G and
let xn be the maximal element of X. If Ai and Aj are set-labels of two adjacent
vertices, say vi and vj, then Ai +Aj is the set-label of the corresponding edge vivj.
Hence, for any xi ∈ Ai, xj ∈ Aj, xi + xj ≤ xn and hence, if one of these two sets
consists of the maximal element of X, then the other set cannot have a non-zero
element. Hence, xn is an element of the set-label of a vertex v of G if v is a pendant
vertex that is adjacent to the vertex labelled by {0}. It can also be noted that if
G is a graph without pendant vertices, then no vertex of G can have a set-label
consisting of the maximal element of the ground set X.
Let f be a sumset graceful labelling defined on G. Then, f+(E) = P(X) \
{∅, {0}}. Therefore, |E(G)| = |P(X)| − 2 = 2|X| − 2 = 2(2|X|−1 − 1). That is,
G has even number of edges. Therefore, the cardinality of the ground set X is
|X| = log2[|E(G)|+ 2].
Other important structural properties of a graceful sumset graph is explained
in the following theorems.
Theorem 4.7. [86] If a graph G admits a sumset graceful labelling f with respect
to a finite ground set X, then the vertices of G, having trivial summands of any
subset of X as their set-labels, are the pendant vertices of G.
Theorem 4.8. Let G be a sumset graceful graph which admits a sumset graceful
labelling f with respect to a finite non-empty set X. Then, G must have at least
|X| − 1 pendant vertices.
A graph G which admits a graceful sumset indexer with respect to the set X
is said to be a graceful graph-realisation of the set X with respect to the sumset
labelling f . It is proved in [86] that there exists a non-bipartite graceful graph-
realisation G corresponding to any non-empty finite set of integers containing the
element 0.
Let X be a non-empty finite set of integers. Then, a graph G admits a graceful
sumset labelling if and only if the following conditions hold (see [86].
(a) 0 ∈ X and {0} be a set-label of some vertex, say v, of G.
(b) the minimum number of pendant vertices in G is the number of subsets of X
which are the trivial summands of any subsets of X.
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(c) the minimum degree of the vertex v is equal to the number of subsets of X
which are not the sumsets of any two subsets of X and not the non-trivial
summands of any other subsets of X.
(d) the minimum number of pendant vertices that are adjacent to a given vertex
of G is the number of subsets of X which are neither the non-trivial sumsets
of any two subsets of X nor the non-trivial summands of any subsets of X.
Another type of sumset graph is the one with the vertex set-labels and the edge
set-labels together form the set P0(X). Hence, the notion of a sumset sequential
labelling of a given graph has been introduced in [87] as follows:
Definition 4.5. A sumset labelling f of G is said to be a sumset sequential la-
belling or a sequential sumset labelling if the induced function f ∗(G) = f(V (G)) ∪
f+(E(G)) = P0(X), where f
∗ is defined by
f ∗(x) =
{
f(x) if x ∈ V (G),
f+(x) if x ∈ E(G).
A graph G which admits a sumset sequential labelling may be called an sequen-
tial sumset graph. It can be noted that every sumset graceful labelling of a graph
G is also a sumset sequential labelling of G.
If G is a sumset sequential graph without isolated vertices and the function f ∗
is an injective function, then one can note that no vertex of G can have a set-label
{0}. Moreover, if one vertex v of G has the set label {0}, then v should be an
isolated vertex of G and no edge of G can also have the set label {0}.
The following result provides a relation connecting the size and order of a given
sumset sequential graph G and the cardinality of its ground set X.
Proposition 4.9. [87] Let G be a graph on n vertices and m edges. If f is
a sumset sequential labelling of a graph G with respect to a ground set X, then
m + n = 2|X| − (1 + κ), where κ is the number of subsets of X which are the
set-labels of both vertices and edges.
Two sets A and B are said to be of same parity if their cardinalities are simul-
taneously odd or simultaneously even. Then, the following theorem is on the parity
of the vertex set and edge set of G.
Proposition 4.10. [87]Let f be a sumset sequential labelling of a given graph G,
with respect to a ground set X. Then, if V (G) and E(G) are of same parity, then
κ is an odd integer and if V (G) and E(G) are of different parity, then κ is an
even integer, where κ is the number of subsets of X which are the set-labels of both
vertices and edges.
It is shown in [87] that a graph G that admits a sumset sequential labelling with
respect to a non empty ground set X should have at least ρ vertices, where ρ is
the number of elements in P0(X) which are not the sumsets of any two elements
of P0(X). Let B be the collection of subsets of X which are neither the sumsets of
any two subsets of X nor their sumsets are subsets of X. If B is non-empty, then
for a sequential sumset graph G, it is established in [87] that
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1. {0} is the set-label of a vertex in G,
2. the minimum number pendant vertices in G is equal to the cardinality of B.
and as result, a sequential sumset graph G should have at least one pendant vertex.
5 Hypergraphs associated with sumset graphs
In terms of the set-labels of different sumset graphs, some new types of hypergraphs
graphs have been introduced and studied the properties of these discrete structures
in [82]. Three new types of hypergraphs associated with the set-labels of the ele-
ments of given sumset graphs have been introduced and their structural properties
have been studied in [82].
Definition 5.1. [82] Let X ⊂ Z and a set-valued function f : V (G) → P0(X) be
a sumset labelling of a given graph G. Then, the hypergraph H(X,L(V ) is called
the vertex set-label hypergraph (VSL-hypergraph) of G with respect to the sumset
labelling f where L(V ) = {f(v) : v ∈ V (G)}. The VSL-hypergraph of a sumset
graph G is denoted by HfG.
In a similar way, the notion of edge set-label hypergraphs of a given sumset
graph G has been defined in [82] as follows.
Definition 5.2. [82] Let X ⊂ Z and f : V (G) → P0(X) be a sumset labelling
of a given graph G. Then, a hypergraph (X,L(E)) is called the edge set-label
hypergraph (ESL-hypergraph) of G with respect to the sumset labelling f , where
L(E) = {f+(e) : e ∈ E(G)}. The ESL-hypergraph of a sumset graph G is denoted
by Hf
+
G .
Another type of hypergraph associated with a given sumset labelling graph G,
namely total set-label hypergraph, is defined as follows.
Definition 5.3. [82] Let X ⊂ Z and f : V (G)→ P0(X) be a sumset labelling of a
given graph G. Then, a hypergraph (X,L(G) is called the total set-label hypergraph
(TSL-hypergraph) of G with respect to the sumset labelling f , where
L(G) =
{
f(x) if x ∈ V (G)
f+(x) if x ∈ E(G). .
The TSL-hypergraph of a sumset graph G is denoted by H∗G.
In the first observation, it is clear that if a sumset graphG has no pendant vertex,
then its vertex set-label hypergraph HfG has some isolated vertices. A hypergraph
is said to be a connected hypergraph if its intersection graph is connected. In view of
the above facts, a necessary condition for a vertex set-label hypergraph of a sumset
graph to be connected is established in [82] as follows:
Proposition 5.1. [82] If the vertex set-label hypergraph of a sumset graph G is a
connected hypergraph, then G must have some pendant vertices.
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The converse of Proposition 5.1 is also not true in general. The existence of a
connected VSL-hypergraph for a given sumset graphG is established in the following
proposition.
Proposition 5.2. [82] Let G be a graph with at least one pendant vertex. Then,
there exists a sumset labelling f defined on G such that the corresponding VSL-
hypergraph HfG is connected.
Invoking Proposition 5.1 and Proposition 5.2, a necessary and sufficient con-
dition for the VSL-hypergraph HfG of a given sumset graph G to be a connected
hypergraph has been proposed in [82] as given below.
Theorem 5.3. [82] Let f : V (G)→ P0(X) be a sumset labelling defined on a given
graph G, where X is a non-empty set of integers. Then, the VSL-hypergraph HfG
of G is a connected hypergraph if and only if the following conditions hold.
(a) 0 ∈ X and {0} is the set-label of a vertex, say v1 of G
(b) there exists at least one pendant vertex, say vi in G which is adjacent to v1
and the set-label of which contains the elements of X which are the trivial
summands of any element of X.
A hypergraph H is said to be a uniform hypergraph (or a k-uniform hypergraph)
if all the hyperedges of G are of the same size (or the size k). The following results
are obvious conditions for the VSL-hypergraphs to be uniform hypergraphs.
Proposition 5.4. [82] Let f be a sumset labelling defined on a graph G. Then,
the VSL-hypergraph HfG of Gf is a k-uniform hypergraph if and only if V (G) is
k-uniformly set-indexed.
A hypergraph is said to be a linear hypergraph if any two of its hyperedges have
at most one element (vertex) in common. Hence, the conditions required for the
hypergraphs associated to a given sumset graph to be linear hypergraphs is provided
in the following result.
Theorem 5.5. [82] Let G be a graph with some pendant vertices, which admits
a sumset labelling f . Then, the VSL-hypergraph HfG of G is a connected linear
hypergraph if and only if the set labels of any two vertices of G contain at most one
common element and for every vertex in G, there exists at least one vertex in G
such that their set-labels have exactly one common element.
It can be noticed that the VSL-hypergraphs associated with the topological
sumset graphs, topogenic sumset graphs and certain types of graceful and sequential
sumset graphs are obviously connected.
The similar results for edge set-label hypergraphs have also been discussed in
[82]. A necessary condition for the ESL-hypergraph Hf
+
G of G to have isolated
vertices is as follows.
Proposition 5.6. [82] Let f : V (G) → P0(X) be a sumset labelling of a given
graph G. If 0 6∈ X, then its ESL-hypergraph Hf+G has some isolated vertices.
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The following proposition established a condition for the ESL-hypergraph Hf
+
G
of a sumset graph G to be a connected hypergraph.
Proposition 5.7. [82] Let G be a graph with at least one pendant vertex. Then,
there exists a sumset labelling f defined on G such that the ESL-hypergraph Hf
+
G is
connected.
In this context also, we can see that the ESL-hypergraphs associated with the
topological sumset graphs and topogenic sumset graphs are connected hypergraphs.
In view of the above propositions, a necessary and sufficient condition for an
ESL-hypergraph to be a connected hypergraph has been proved in [82] as follows.
Theorem 5.8. [82] Let G be a graph which admits a sumset labelling f : V (G)→
P0(X), where X is a non-empty set of integers. Then, the ESL-hypergraph H
f+
G of
G is a connected hypergraph if and only if the following conditions hold.
(a) 0 ∈ X and {0} is the set-label of a vertex, say v1 of G,
(b) there exists at least one pendant vertex, say vi, in G which is adjacent to
v1 and the set-label of which contains the elements of X that are the trivial
sumsets of any elements of X.
Two hypergraphs are said to isomorphic if their intersection graphs are isomor-
phic. A necessary condition for the isomorphism between the VSL-hypergraph and
the ESL-hypergraph of a sumset labelling graph is provided in [82] as follows.
Theorem 5.9. [82] If the VSL-hypergraph and the ESL-hypergraph of a sumset
graph G are isomorphic, then G is a unicyclic graph.
A necessary and sufficient condition for an ESL-hypergraph of a sumset graph
G to be a uniform hypergraph has been discussed [82] as given below.
Proposition 5.10. [82] Let f be a sumset labelling defined on a graph G. Then, the
ESL-hypergraph Hf
+
G of G is a k-uniform hypergraph if and only if f is a k-uniform
sumset labelling defined on G.
A necessary and sufficient condition for the ESL-hypergraph Hf
+
G of a sumset
labelling graph G to be a connected linear hypergraph is as follows.
Theorem 5.11. [82] Let G be a graph with pendant vertices, which admits a sumset
labelling f . Then, the ESL-hypergraph Hf
+
G of G is a connected linear hypergraph
if and only if
(a) for any two adjacent pairs of vertices (vi, vj) and (vr, vs) there exists at most
one element in f(vi)×f(vj) that is compatible with an element in f(vr)×f(vs)
and vice versa.
(b) for every pair of adjacent vertices (vi, vj) of G, there exist at least one more
pair of adjacent vertices (vr, vs) such that we can find a unique element (a, b) ∈
f(vi)× f(vj) and a unique element (c, d) ∈ f(vr)× f(vs) such that (a, b) and
(c, d) are compatible.
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The existence of a connected total set-label hypergraph for a given sumset graph
is established in the following result.
Proposition 5.12. [82] For any given graph G, there exists a sumset labelling f
such that the corresponding TSL-hypergraph is connected.
The following theorem established a necessary and sufficient condition for the
TSL-hypergraph of a sumset graph G to be a uniform hypergraph.
Theorem 5.13. [82] The TSL-hypergraph of a sumset graph G be a uniform hy-
pergraph if and only if G is 1-uniform.
A necessary condition for a TSL-hypergraph H∗G of a sumset graph G to be a
uniform hypergraph is proved in [82] as follows.
Theorem 5.14. If the TSL-hypergraph H∗G of a given sumset graph G is a uniform
hypergraph, then H∗G is a disconnected hypergraph.
6 Sumset Labelled Signed Graphs
A signed graph (see [94,95]), denoted by S(G, σ), is a graph G(V,E) together with
a function σ : E(G)→ {+,−} that assigns a sign, either + or −, to each ordinary
edge in G. The function σ is called the signature or sign function of S, which is
defined on all edges except half edges and is required to be positive on free loops.
An edge e of a signed graph S is said to be a positive edge if σ(e) = + and an edge
σ(e) of a signed graph S is said to be a negative edge if σ(e) = −.
A simple cycle (or path) of a signed graph S is said to be balanced if the product
of signs of its edges is +. A signed graph is said to be a balanced signed graph if it
contains no half edges and all of its simple cycles are balanced. It is to be noted that
the number of all negative signed graph is balanced if and only if it is bipartite.
Two sets A and B are said to be same parity vertices if the cardinality of both
are simultaneously odd or simultaneously even. The sets which do not have same
parity are usually called opposite parity sets. In a set-valued graph G, two vertices
u and v are said to be same parity vertices if their set-labels are same parity sets.
Otherwise, they are said to be opposite parity vertices.
6.1 Sumset Signed Graphs
The structural characteristics of the signed graphs associated with different types
of sumset graphs have been studied in [88–90]. The notion of a sumset labelling of
signed graph is introduced in [88] as follows.
Definition 6.1. Let X ⊆ Z and let S be a signed graph, with corresponding
underlying graph G and the signature σ. An injective function f : V (S)→ P0(X)
is said to be an sumset labelling of S if f is a sumset labelling of the underlying
graph G and the signature of S is defined by σ(uv)) = (−1)|f(u)+f(v)|. A signed
graph which admits a sumset labelling is called an sumset signed graph (sumset
signed graph) and is denoted by Sf .
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Definition 6.2. An sumset labelling f of a signed graph S is called a weak sum-
set labelling or a strong sumset labelling or an arithmetic sumset labelling of S, in
accordance with the sumset labelling f of the underlying graph G is a weak sum-
set labelling or a strong sumset labelling or an arithmetic sumset labelling of the
corresponding underlying graph G.
The following result provides a necessary and sufficient condition for the exis-
tence of a balanced signed graph corresponding to a strongly uniform sumset graph.
Theorem 6.1. [88] A strongly k-uniform sumset signed graph S is balanced if and
only if the underlying graph G is a bipartite graph or
√
k is an even integer.
The following result provides a solution to this problem of finding the conditions
required for a strongly uniform sumset signed graph to be clusterable.
Proposition 6.2. [88] A strongly k-uniform sumset signed graph S is clusterable
if and only if the underlying graph G is bipartite and k is an odd integer.
If the underlying graph G of a strong sumset signed graph S is bipartite, then
S is balanced if and only if the number of negative edges in S in every cycle of G is
even. This is possible only when the number of distinct pairs of adjacent vertices,
having odd parity set-labels, in every cycle of S is even. Therefore, we have.
Proposition 6.3. [88] Let S be a strong sumset signed graph with the underlying
graph G, bipartite. Then, S is clusterable if and only if the number of distinct pairs
of adjacent vertices having odd parity set-labels is even.
The following result describes the conditions required for the clusterability of
(non-uniform) strong sumset signed graphs whose underlying graph G is a bipartite
graph.
Proposition 6.4. [88] The strong sumset signed graph, whose underlying graph
G is a bipartite graph, is clusterable if and only if there exist at least two adjacent
vertices in Sf with odd parity set-labels.
A necessary and sufficient condition for a strong sumset signed graph to be
clusterable is described in the following theorem.
Theorem 6.5. [88] A strong sumset signed graph S is clusterable if and only if
every odd cycle of the underlying graph G has at least two adjacent vertices with
even parity set-label and at least two adjacent vertices with odd parity set-label.
Balance and clusterability of the induced signed graphs of weak sumset graphs
are described in the following theorems.
Proposition 6.6. [88] A weakly k-uniform sumset signed graph is always balanced.
The following theorem discussed the clusterability of weakly uniform sumset
signed graphs.
Theorem 6.7. [88] A weakly k-uniform sumset signed graph S is clusterable if and
only if k is a positive odd integer.
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Balance of a weak sumset signed graph whose underlying graph is a bipartite
graph is discussed in the following result.
Proposition 6.8. [88] A weak sumset signed graph S, whose underlying graph G
is a bipartite graph, is balanced if and only if the number of odd parity non-singleton
set-labels in every cycle of S is even.
The following theorem establishes a necessary and sufficient condition for a weak
sumset signed graph whose underlying graph is a bipartite graph.
Theorem 6.9. [88] The weak sumset signed graph S, whose underlying graph G
is a bipartite graph, is clusterable if and only if some non-singleton vertex set-labels
of S are of odd parity.
The balance property of weak sumset signed graphs whose underlying graphs
are non-bipartite have been discussed the following theorem.
Theorem 6.10. [88] A weak sumset signed graph S, whose underlying graph G is
a non-bipartite graph, is not balanced.
Corollary 6.11. [88] A weak sumset signed graph S, whose underlying graph G is
non-bipartite, is not clusterable.
The following theorem for an edge of an arithmetic sumset graph to be a positive
edge.
Theorem 6.12. [89] Let § be a signed graph which admits an arithmetic sumset
labelling f of a graph G. Then, an edge uv is a positive edge of a sumset signed
graph if and only if
(i) the set-labels f(u) and f(v) are of different parity, provided the deterministic
ratio of the edge uv is odd.
(ii) the set-label of the end vertex, with minimum common difference, is of even
parity, provided the deterministic ratio of the edge uv is even.
The following theorem establishes a necessary and sufficient condition for an
arithmetic sumset signed graph to a balanced signed graph.
Theorem 6.13. [89] A sumset signed graph § is balanced if and only if its under-
lying graph G is bipartite.
The following theorem described a necessary and sufficient condition for an
isoarithmetic sumset signed graph to be balanced.
Theorem 6.14. [88] An isoarithmetic sumset signed graph S is balanced if and
only if every cycle in S has even number of distinct pairs of adjacent vertices having
the same parity set-labels.
The following result provides the required conditions required for an isoarith-
metic sumset signed graph to be clusterable.
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Proposition 6.15. [88] An isoarithmetic sumset signed graph S is clusterable if
and only if S contains some disjoint pairs of adjacent vertices having the same
parity set-labels.
All set-labels mentioned in this section are arithmetic progressions so that the
given signed graph S admits an arithmetic sumset labelling. Invoking the above
results, we establish the following theorem for an edges of an arithmetic sumset
graph to be a positive edge.
Theorem 6.16. [88] Let S be a signed graph which admits an arithmetic sumset
labelling f . Then, an edge uv is a positive edge of a sumset labelled signed graph if
and only if
(i) the set-labels f(u) and f(v) are of different parity, provided the deterministic
ratio of the edge uv is odd.
(ii) the set-label of the end vertex, with minimum common difference, is of even
parity, provided the deterministic ratio of the edge uv is even.
The following theorem established a necessary and sufficient condition for an
arithmetic sumset signed graph to a balanced signed graph.
Theorem 6.17. [88] An arithmetic sumset signed graph S is balanced if and only
if its underlying graph G is bipartite.
A spanned signed subgraph S ′ of a signed graph S is a signed graph which
preserves signature and whose underlying graph H is a spanning subgraph of the
underlying graph G of S. The following result is an obvious and immediate from
the corresponding definition of the balanced signed graphs.
Theorem 6.18. [88] Let S ′ be a spanned signed subgraph of a balanced arithmetic
sumset signed graph S. Then, S ′ is balanced with respect to induced labelling and
signature if and only if the following conditions are hold.
(i) the set E(S \ S ′) contains even number of negative edges in S, if the signed
graph S is edge disjoint.
(ii) the set E(S \ S ′) contains odd number of negative edges in S if some of the
negative edges are common to two more cycles in S.
6.2 Switching of Sumset Signed Graphs
The switching of signed graph is the process of changing the sign of the edges in S
whose end vertices have different sign. We denote the switched signed graph of a
signed graph S by S ′. The following theorem discusses the nature of the switched
signed graph of a weak sumset signed graph.
Theorem 6.19. [90] The switched signed graph of a weak sumset signed graph is
always an all-negative signed graph.
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Invoking the above theorem, a necessary and sufficient condition for the switched
signed graph S ′ of a weak sumset signed graph S is balanced is established in the
following result.
Theorem 6.20. [90] The switched signed graph S ′ of a weak sumset signed graph
S is balanced if and only if the underlying graph of S (and S ′) is a bipartite graph.
The following result discusses the conditions required for the switched signed
graph of a strong sumset signed graph to be a homogeneous signed graph.
Theorem 6.21. [90] The switched signed graph S ′ of a strong sumset signed graph
S is an all-negative signed graph if and only if at least one end vertex of every edge
of S is an odd parity vertex.
From the last paragraph of the above proof, we can observe an immediate result
as stated below.
Theorem 6.22. [90] The switched signed graph S ′ of a strong sumset signed graph
S is an all-positive signed graph if and only if all vertices in S are even parity
vertices.
A necessary and sufficient condition for a signed graph S to admit an arithmetic
sumset labelling is found out in [90] as given below.
Theorem 6.23. [90] A signed graph S admits an arithmetic sumset labelling f if
and only if for every edge of S, the set-labels of its end vertices are arithmetic pro-
gressions with common differences du and dv such that du ≤ dv and its deterministic
ratio dv
du
is a positive integer less than or equal to |f(u)|.
The following theorem discussed the nature of the switched signed graphs of
isoarithmetic sumset signed graphs.
Theorem 6.24. [90] The switched signed graphs of an isoarithmetic sumset signed
graph S is an all-negative homogeneous signed graph.
The following theorem discussed a necessary and sufficient condition for the
switched signed graphs of isoarithmetic sumset signed graphs to be balanced.
Theorem 6.25. [90] The switched signed graph S ′ of an isoarithmetic sumset
signed graph S is balanced if and only if the underlying graph G of S is bipartite.
Next, assume that the deterministic ratio k of the edges in an arithmetic sumset
signed graph S is greater than 1. Then, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 6.26. [90] The switched signed graph S ′ of an arithmetic sumset signed
graph S is an all-negative homogeneous signed graph if and only if S contains no edge
with even deterministic ratio, whose end vertices with greater common difference is
of even parity.
In view of Theorem 6.26, we can establish a necessary and sufficient condition
for the switched signed graph of a given arithmetic sumset signed graph to be an
all-positive homogeneous signed graph as follows.
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Theorem 6.27. [90] The switched signed graph S ′ of an arithmetic sumset signed
graph S is an all-positive signed graph if and only if the following conditions hold.
(i) The deterministic ratio of every edge of S is even; and
(ii) the end vertex with greater common difference of every edge of S is an even
parity vertex.
Theorem 6.28. If S is a prime arithmetic sumset signed graph with deterministic
ratio p > 2, then its switched signed graph S ′ is an all-negative signed graph.
Theorem 6.29. The switched signed graph S ′ of a prime arithmetic sumset signed
graph S, with deterministic ratio p > 2, is balanced if and only if its underlying
graph is a bipartite graph.
7 Modular Sumset Labelling of Graphs
Let n be a positive integer. We denote the set of all non-negative integers modulo n
by Zn and its power set by P(Zn). The modular sumset of the two subsets A and B
of Zn, denoted by A+B, is the set defined by A+B = {x : a+ b ≡ x (mod n), a ∈
A, b ∈ B}. Through out our discussion, A + B is the sumset of A and B. It can
also be noted that A,B ⊆ Zn =⇒ A+B ⊆ Zn.
Then, using the concepts of modular sumsets of sets and analogous to the def-
inition of sumset labellings of graphs, the notion of modular sumset labelling of a
graph has been introduced in [47] as follows:
Definition 7.1. [47] A function f : V (G) → P(Zn), whose induced function
f+(uv) : E(G)→ P(Zn) is defined by f+(uv) = f(u)+f(v), is said to be a modular
sumset labelling if f is injective.
It is proved in [47] that every graph admits a modular sumset labelling. A graph
G which admits a modular sumset labelling is called an modular sumset graph. In
View of the corresponding results on the bounds for the cardinality of sumsets of
two sets, the cardinality of the set-label of a modular sumset graph G is given in
the following theorem.
Theorem 7.1. [47] Let f : V (G)→ P(Zn) be a modular sumset labelling of a given
graph G. Then, for any edge uv ∈ E(G), we have |f(u)|+ |f(v)| − 1 ≤ |f+(uv)| =
|f(u) + f(v)| ≤ |f(u)| |f(v)| ≤ n.
Analogous to the notions of sumset labelled graphs, the following terms and
definitions have been defined for modular sumset graphs.
(a) The cardinality of the set-label of an element of G is said to be the set-labelling
number of that element.
(b) If all the vertices of a graph G have the same set-labelling number, say l, then
we say that V (G) is l-uniformly set-labelled.
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(c) A modular sumset labelling of G is said to be a k-uniform modular sumset
labelling if the set-labelling number of all edges ofG have the same set-labelling
number k.
(d) The elements of G having the set-labelling number 1 are called the mono-
indexed elements of G.
(e) The smallest value of n such that f : V (G) → P(Zn) is a modular sumset
labelling of a given graph G is called the modular sumset number of G. The
modular sumset number of a graph G is denoted by η(G).
An edge can be mono-indexed if and only if its end vertices are mono-indexed.
The set-labelling number of an edge of a given graph G is equal to the set-labelling
number of both of its end vertices if and only if the edge and its end vertices are
mono-index.
One can note that the modular sumset number of a graph G is at least 1+log2m
(see [47].
The following result establishes the condition for a sumset to have the same
cardinality of one or both of its summands.
Proposition 7.2. [47] Let A and B be two non-empty subsets of Zn. Then,
|A + B| = |A| (or |A + B| = |B|) if and only if either |A| = |B| = Zn or |B| = 1
(or |A| = 1). More over, |A + B| = |A| = |B| if and only if |A| = |B| = Zn or
|A| = |B| = Zn.
Hence, analogous to the corresponding notion of sumset labelled graphs (see
[34,60]), we have the following definition.
Definition 7.2. [47] A modular sumset labelling f of a graph G is said to be a
weak modular sumset labelling of G if the set-labelling number of every edge of G
is equal to the set-labelling number of at least one of its end vertices.
A graph G which admits a weak modular sumset labelling is called a weak
modular sumset graph. It is to be noted that for a weak modular sumset graph, no
two adjacent vertices can have non-singleton set-labels. As in the case of
Hence, analogous to the corresponding of weak sumset labelled graphs the fol-
lowing results are valid for weak modular sumset graphs.
Theorem 7.3. [47] A graph G admits a weak modular sumset labelling if and only
if G is bipartite or contains mono-indexed edges.
Theorem 7.4. A graph G admits a weakly uniform modular sumset labelling if and
only if G is bipartite.
The notion of the weak modular sumset number of a given graph is introduced
in [47] as follows.
Definition 7.3. The weak modular sumset number of a graph G is defined to be
the minimum value of n such that a modular sumset labelling f : V (G) → P(Zn)
is a weak modular sumset labelling of G.
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The following theorem determines the weak sumset number of an arbitrary graph
G in terms of its covering and independence numbers.
Theorem 7.5. Let G be a modular sumset graph and α and β be its covering number
and independence number respectively. Then, the weak modular sumset number of
G is max{α, r}, where r is the smallest positive integer such that 2r − r − 1 ≥ β.
The weak modular sumset number of many fundamental graph classes has been
determined in the paper [88].
The minimum cardinality of the ground set X when the given graph G admits
a weakly uniform modular sumset labelling the following result.
The minimum cardinality of the ground set when the given graph G admits a
weakly uniform modular sumset labelling arouses much interest in this occasion.
Hence, we have the following result.
Theorem 7.6. Let G be a graph with covering number α and independence number
β and let G admits a weakly k-uniform modular sumset labelling, where k < α
being a positive integer. Then, the minimum cardinality of the ground set Zn is
max{α, r}, where r is the smallest positive integer such that (r
k
) ≥ β.
Analogous to the corresponding notions on strong sumset labelled graphs, the
following notion has been introduced in [47].
Definition 7.4. [47] Let f : V (G)→ P(Zn) be a modular sumset labelling defined
on a given graph G. Then, f is said to be a strong modular sumset labelling if for
the associated function f+ : E(G)→ P(Zn), |f+(uv)| = |f(u)| |f(v)| ∀ uv ∈ E(G).
A graph which admits a strong modular sumset labelling is called a strong modular
sumset graph.
Then, a necessary and sufficient condition for a graph to admit a strong modular
sumset labelling has been proved in [47] as given below.
Theorem 7.7. [47] A modular sumset labelling f : V (G)→ P(Zn) of a given graph
G is a strong modular sumset labelling of G if and only if Df(u)∩Df(v) = ∅, ∀ uv ∈
E(G), where |f(u)| |f(v)| ≤ n.
Analogous to the weak modular sumset number of a graph G, we can define
the strong modular sumset number of G as the minimum cardinality required for
the ground set Zn so that G admits a strong modular sumset labelling. The choice
of ground set Zn is very important in this context because n should be sufficiently
large so that the vertices of the given graph can be labelled in such a way that the
difference sets of these set-labels of all adjacent vertices must be pairwise disjoint.
Analogous to the corresponding results on strong sumset labelled graphs and
strongly uniform sumset labelled graphs proved in [60], the following results are
valid for strong modular sumset graphs also.
Theorem 7.8. [47] For a positive integer k ≤ n, a modular sumset labelling
f : V (G)→ P(Zn) of a given connected graph G is a a strongly k-uniform modular
sumset labelling of G if and only if either k is a perfect square or G is bipartite.
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Theorem 7.9. [47] For a positive non-square integer k ≤ n, a modular sumset
labelling f : V (G) → P(Zn) of an arbitrary graph G is a a strongly k-uniform
modular sumset labelling of G if and only if either G is bipartite or a disjoint union
of bipartite components.
For a positive integer k ≤ n, the maximum number of components in a strongly
k-uniform modular sumset graph is as follows.
Proposition 7.10. [47] Let f be a strongly k-uniform modular sumset labelling
of a graph G with respect to the ground set Zn. Then, the maximum number of
components in G is the number of distinct pairs of divisors r and s of k such that
rs = k.
It can be observed that a strongly k-uniform modular sumset graph can have a
non-bipartite component if and only if k is a perfect square. More over, a strongly
k-uniform modular sumset graph G can have at most one non-bipartite component.
A modular sumset labelling f : V (G)→ P(Zn) of a given graph G is a maximal
modular sumset labelling of G if the set-label of every edge of G is the ground set
Zn itself. The conditions required for a graph to admit a maximal modular sumset
labelling has been found out in [47].
Proposition 7.11. [47] The modular sumset labelling f : V (G) → P(Zn) of a
given graph G is a maximal modular sumset labelling of G if and only if for every
pair of adjacent vertices u and v of G some or all of the following conditions hold.
(i) |f(u)|+ |f(v)| ≥ n if Df(u) ∩Df(v) 6= ∅. The strict inequality hold when Df(u)
and Df(v) are arithmetic progressions containing the same elements.
(ii) |f(u)| |f(v)| ≥ n if Df(u) ∩Df(v) = ∅.
A necessary and sufficient condition for a strong modular sumset labelling of a
graph G to be a maximal modular sumset labelling of G.
Theorem 7.12. [47] Let f be a strong sumset-labelling of a given graph G. Then,
f is a maximal sumset-labelling of G if and only if n is a perfect square or G is
bipartite or a disjoint union of bipartite components.
8 Scope for Further Studies
More properties and characteristics of different types of sumset labellings, both
uniform and non-uniform, are yet to be investigated. Many problems regarding
the admissibility of sumset labelling by various graph classes, graph operations and
graph products are still open. The studies on sumset graphs whose set-labels are
well known sequences are also promising for further studies. Some of the problems
in this area identified are the following.
Problem 1. Characterise the sumset graphs, whose vertex set-labels are arithmetic
progressions, but the edge set-labels are not arithmetic progressions.
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Problem 2. Characterise the arithmetic sumset graphs, the deterministic ratios of
whose edges are prime numbers.
A sumset labelling f of a graph G is said to be a bitopological sumset labelling
of G if both the collections f(V ) ∪ {∅} and f+(E) ∪ {∅, {0}} are topologies of the
ground set X.
Problem 3. Verify the existence of graphical realisation of topological sumset la-
bellings corresponding to different standard topologies.
Problem 4. Verify the existence of a certain types of sumset labellings for a given
graph G such that the collections of its vertex set-labels and edge set-labels form
different algebraic structures such as semigroups, σ-algebra etc. of the ground set
X and determine the structural properties of the graphs which admit these types
of sumset labellings.
Analogous to the different types of sumset graphs, the investigation can be
extended to the field of modular sumset graphs also
All these facts highlight a wide scope for further investigations in this area.
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